We have found that the impact made by reactive plasma changes the magnetic and magnetic-optical properties of epitaxial ferrite garnet films, FGF. Studies of these changes would shed light on . the physical processes inside the films be important for applica-. tions, since this action, changes the parameters of FGF in a very wide range.
garnet sUDstrates (GdCa)3(GaMgZr)~012aligneJ as [111] and [210] were subjected to plasma in a diOde KF system in an atmosphere of active gases. Following this, etching of the film surface at a rate of 0.005 to 0.01 pm/min was observed. The films were found to change their properties to an extent which was dependent on their composition and intensity of the treatment. 4wM reduced by a factor of two to ten whereas coercitivity either femained unchanged or increased two to five times. The Curie temperature and anisotropy constants didn't change much. The optical absorption varied within 20 to 50%, increased in films that had been grown at high and decreased in those that had been grown at low temperatures. The ionic change mechanism for the reducing medium is assumed to be as follows. As in the case of Si treatment the oxygen vacancies which result from the RF discharge diffu~~ into th~+film depth so that the valency of iron changes and Fe or Fe dopes form simultaneously, Ga ions redistribute from octahedral into tetrahedral sublattices; as a result, 4mM change. s Fig. 1 shows the e = f (H1') curves prior to (dash line (!)) and after intensive treatment (histeresis lineGD). The shape ofGD is such as at it is because the Ga content in octhedrial position and its total amount in both sublattices are such that the migration of Ga ions into the tetrahedron results in strong reduction of the tetrahedron magnetic moment which is a function 4nM. The moment of the octahedral sublattice increases and film lay~r is overcompensated •. Experiments suggest that it is the electric polarization field rather than the temperature resulting from the RF dischange that is the overriding factor of ion distribution in the sublattices. The films of different composition and conductivity changed their parameters at different rates while the substrate temperature remained constant. The (YBiLuPr)-garnet was found to change its properties at the fastest rate of them all. If a certain space gradient of discharge plasma is assured, then an associated gradient of properties is observed. Fig. 2 shows successive change of the domain stripe width over 12 mm along the radius from the center of the RF discharge for a film of this composition. We believe that the diffusion rate of oxygen vacancies and Ga ions is nearly entirely dictated by the polarization currents induced in FGF by the RF discharge plasma.
One possible advantage of the plasma method is that the film parameters can be changed by any desired pattern.
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